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TO: All Channels 
  
From: Store Operations 
 
Re Policy: Unilateral and MAP Pricing 
 
Purpose: To define and differentiate “Unilateral” and “MAP” pricing 
 
Scope: This policy will explain what “Unilateral” and “MAP” pricing are and what we must do to comply 
with these policies.   
 
 
Under a Unilateral Policy (or "Colgate Policy" or "Unilateral Minimum Retail Price Policy") a manufacturer, 
without any agreement with the reseller, announces a minimum resale price and refuses to make further sales to 
any reseller that sells below the announced price. Unilateral policy is a form of resale price maintenance that 
enables a manufacturer to influence the price at which its distributors and dealers resell its products without a 
formal contract regarding the resale price. The policy was first identified in United States v. Colgate & Co., 
250 U.S. 300 (1919). 
 
There are many vendors that have taken the necessary steps to apply a unilateral price policy. We have agreed 
with these vendors to honor all unilateral price policies. What does this mean to you? We have set all price fields 
on these unilateral vendor lines to be the same. Meaning we cannot discount these lines at all. No change to the 
retail price for a retail sale. This includes misc. code usage, gift cards or bundling with other discounted items. 
There is also unilateral wholesale pricing on a few of these vendors. This is hard set to each account at PR3.  
Again, this is not to be changed below this level, including misc. code usage, gift cards or bundling with other 
discounted items. 
There are penalties for violating these agreements to a varying degree. Some vendors will shut us off from 
purchasing their product for an extended period of time and others will remove purchasing discounts. In all 
violating these agreements is unacceptable and we expect that all sales teams will abide by this and not try 
getting around the price that is set. Managers will be responsible for each of their sales team members.  
 
MAP (Minimum Advertised Price) – is similar to unilateral and in some cases just as enforced. These policies are 
more targeted to online and print marketing. Most do enforce “in cart” pricing as well. Price matching local 
competition is allowed on MAP vendors. 
These lines are typically set to a retail price that is consistent across the marketplace, 
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making it less likely that you should have to discount. The price fields are also set knowing the rest of the market 
is being held to MAP pricing. Managers have flexibility on these lines to make deals happen.  
 
The list of vendors with unilateral pricing will be included in the retail tool box located at (4wptoolbox.com 
Password: 4WP2014). The file will be placed in “sales links”. 
Ok here is the down and dirty version for the sales teams. 
 
 
Unilateral – you cannot change the set price no matter what. No exceptions. No misc. codes or bundling of 
discounted items can be included.  
If you are being challenged to match a competitor’s price, call the pricing department at 310-900-8788. 
 
MAP- Know that these lines are being enforced and you really shouldn’t need to discount the price, especially on 
our own product lines. If you need to make it happen get your Manager or Regional Manager involved.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Responsibilities :   Failure to follow any/or all guidelines listed above will result in further disciplinary 
actions up to and including termination. 


